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ABSTRACT

We pointed out that there exists a critical frequency of oscillation for the vortex-like
solution 9' above which the system switches to the fields of an alternating current inside
a solenoid. We also show the existence of a non-abeiian gauge for which the fields can
alternate periodically in space between the abelian fields and another abelian (or non-
abelian) fields pointing in a different isospin space direction. The solutions discussed here
are real, zero-action Minkowski space configurations.
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1 Introduction

In the early 1980's, interest involving the 2+1 dimensional gauge field theories with the-
Chern-Simons (CS) term had been shown 'I"3 ' . The inclusion of the CS term to the Yang-
Mills (YM) theory was proposed by Deser et. al. ' ' who were motivated by the connection
of 2+1 dimensional gauge theories to the high temperature limit of four dimensional
models 4*' 5'. They observed that massless gauge field which is spinless becomes massive
with spin one and the quantum theory is also infrared and ultraviolet finite in perturbation
theory when interacting with fermions. Furthermore, topology also leads to a quantization
condition on the coupling constant-mass ratio, ^ — n, n — 0, :fcl, ±2, . . . ; in the non-
abetian gauge theories.

In the Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons (YM-CS) gauge field coupled to two Higgs fields,
the SU(2) spontaneously broken gauge theory admits electrically charged vortices with
finite energies 6>~8' which in the 2+1 dimensions, charged vortices must necessarily have
infinite energies when the CS term is absent. It is also conjectured here that the charged
vortex lines can find important applications in the early universe as the Euclidean three
dimensional field theory can be used to study four dimensional physics at high tempera-
tures.

In this paper, we examine the pure SU(2) YM-CS field theory. The purpose here is
firstly to show that there exists a critical frequency of oscillation of the system for the
vortex-like configuration of Ref.9, above which these solutions cannot exist. At frequencies
higher than the critical frequency, the system is no more vortex-like but corresponds to
the fields inside a solenoid through which an alternating current of very high frequency
flows 10'. These solutions possess zero action when the frequency of oscillation KJ takes on
the value zero and \/2 {.

Secondly there are several gauges for which the configurations presented here can exist
and by a "quasi-linear superposition", there exists a gauge for which the fields can alter-
nate periodically in space between the abelian fields and the non-abeliati fields or another
abelian fields pointing in a different isospin space direction. The gauge transformations
between the known solutions and the constructed solutions are also presented. All the
solutions considered here are zero action solutions and they are real in the Minkowski
space.

The organization of the paper is as follows;
Brief formulations of the SU(2) 2+1 dimensional YM-CS theory in the Minkowski

space are given in Sec.2. In Sec.3, the non-nbelian solutions are constructed in three*'
different coordinate systems namely the cylindrical polar coordinate system, the rectilinear
coordinate system and the hyperbolic coordinate system by method of the quasi-linear
superposition principle. This section is divided into three parts. In part A, we discussed
the properties of the inductor solution and briefly review the vortex-like solution 10>. We
then go on to show that there are at least three different gauges for which these solutions
can exist, The third gauge is actually a quasi-linear superposition of the first two gauges,
one an abelian gauge and the other, a non-abelian gauge. We also show that non-abelian
plane-fronted waves 151 and cylindrical-fronted waves can be constructed from the abelian
ones by a quasi-linear superposition in parts B and C, respectively. The non-abelian fields
of both these waves solutions can oscillate periodically in space between the two different
abelian fields.



2 The YM-CS Theory

In the non-abelian SU(2), 2+1 dimensional YM gauge theory, the inclusion of the CS
term leads to the Lagrangian density which is given by

C = LYM + (1)

where the YM Lagrangian density is

1

V
1

~4
(2)

and the CS Lagrangian density is

Ccs = - 4 Tr A,

(3)

Here the matrix notation is A^ — g T" A* and the SU(2) gauge transformation generators
T" = a"I'll satisfy the equations [T^T6] = g £°'c T. Here a" are the Pauli matrices.
The CS parameter £ and the square of the gauge coupling constant g have the dimension
of mass. £ is real in the Minkowski space and is replaced by — i£ in the Euclidean space.
The SU(2) group indices o,6,c run from 1 to 3 and the space-time indices /i,i/, a = 0,1
and 2 in the Minkowski space. The Minkowski space metric used here is g^ = (—(- +).

The equation of motion that results from the above Lagrangian density (1) are gauge
covariant,

d" F% + g <?* At F^c + i £ e w a F*aa = 0 , (4)

Fl =KK~ 3, Al + ? €"6c A\ Al (5)

even though the Lagrangian density (1) is not gauge invariant. The electric and magnetic
field of the system is given by

i —" Oi

no ,- r*a

respectiveSy. The energy-momentum tensor is

,= 1,2

(6)

(T)

Hence the energy density is the average of the electric and magnetic energy density,

800 = - (B° Ef + B" J5°) . (9)

The solutions discussed in Sec.3 are singular and hence an external source density is
defined by

CHiaa. (10)

Hence the Lagrangian density (!) is modified by the addition of the term (-ft /1U"). Thin
external source density transforms gauge-covariantly as j ^ —> j'^ — UJ j ^ UJ~' and it is also
gauge-covariantly conserved as D" j* = 0. The source can be further characterized by
defining a gauge invariant total external source strength n ' ,

/„ = (ID

where jj." is a unit vector in the internal group space that also transforms gauge-covariantty.
When f)a is also gauge-covariantly conserved, the source strength /„ is locally conserved
as &{% f)°) = 0.

The SU(2) gauge transformation u>(x) can be written as 12)

8a(x) Ta)

= cos[-e(x)j+ina0asm(-O{x)\ (12)

where na(x) is a unit vector defined by

0a{x) = na 8(x) . (13)

Here 0(x) is real for a real SU(2) gauge transformation and complex for a complex SU(2)
gauge transformation. Hence under a finite gauge transformation, the gauge potentials
A" become

'; = cos 0 A; + sinS € o k A^ nc + 2 sin2 "- fta(,-ib

^ ,, r*"+2sin2 ~ eabc (d,, nb)nA . (14)

In our discussion in Sec.3, we set the gauge coupling constant g to unity.

3 A Quasi-Linear Superposition

Here non-abelian solutions that are periodic are constructed from two known solutions
in the presence of a particular pure gauge potential. The fields of these solutions oscillate
periodically in space between the fields of the two known solutions.

(A) The Inductor and Vortex-Like Solutions
Starting with the ansatz 9>' >°>,

(15)

where { ^ = ^ g v a , /»„ = «•„ ^ ; p2 = ^ + ^ i,j = 1,2} ,R = R{p), r = T(/>) and
/ = f(x°), the equation of motion (4) simplify to

R" +

T' =

f =

i (16)

(17)

(18)



where prime means JJ , Eq.{16) is recognized to be the differential equation of the Bessel

functions ,
tion,

and it can be further reduced to the coupled first order differential equa-

- R +
p W" . (19)

The constant frequency of the system ui is arbitrary and when u/ > {, the solutions chosen
for Eq.(19) are the Bessel functions of the first kind Jo(z) and J\{z), where z = \Zui2 — £2 p,
in order for the gauge field to be regular at p — 0. Since nature is simple, we choose to
consider the particular case, wJ = u% = 2f2. In order to investigate the current j * ,
we study the case when the solenoid is of finite extent. In this case all space that is
outside of the solenoid is just vacuum. This is done by introducing the Heaviside function
{H(i - z) - 1 when ( £ - * ) > 0; H(£ - z) = 0 when (f - z) < 0}. The gauge potentials
can then be written as

- J0(z) (20)

with Jo(£) = 0. Ignoring the delta function singularity at the origin due to the presence
of the pure gauge, 5 | - <^, the external source is just an oscillating delta function current
flowing along the circle z = £ (or p = 1).

(21)

The gauge invariant total external source strength as defined by Eq.(ll) is finite and given

lv = - 2 T T J i { i ) e '"*1 <t>v . (22)

This total external source strength is also a conserved quantity as if? is gauge covariantly
constant and 3"(j° ^") = 0 .

Since the system is that of an inductor at high frequency, the electric field

and the magnetic field

= to {Mz) H(i - z) + S(( - z) Jy(z)}

(23)

(24)

are all located inside the solenoid and elsewhere outside the solenoid are just vacuum.
The action here vanishes and this is expected for the configuration (20) to be physical.

As the frequency of oscillation of the external current of the inductor, w, is decreased
from a;n to f, the amplitudes of the magnetic fields decrease proportionally to (w2 - f 2 ) ' / 2

and vanish everywhere when u> —* £. As w is further decreased from £, the external
current (21) seems to collapse to a delta function current that is circulating around p = 0.
Therefore, a phase transition seems to occur when the frequency of oscillation crosses the
critical value at u = £.

When the frequency of oscillation is decreased to u; < £, the solutions chosen in
order for the gauge field to vanish fast enough at large distances are the modified Bessel

functions KQ(Z) and A'j(z) 13).
vortex-like solutions of Ref.9,

When the solution is static, UJ — 0, we arrived «! Uic

- K0(z) (25)

This solution (25) actually has external delta function sources located at p = 0 that are
due to the singularity of the pure gauge potential <S| i <^ and also that of the function
Ki(z) at z = 0. As the vortex-like solution has already been discussed 9), we will not
repeat it here but we would like to make a correction to Ref.14. The action as given by
Eq.(ll) of Ref.14 is not right as the vortex-iike solution possess YM Lagrangian density
that exactly cancels out the CS Lagrangian density when u = 0 and hence possess zero
Lagrangian density and action.

At this point we would like to point out that the abelian gauge potentials

f(xa) (26)

with R,T and / satisfying the same reduced equations of motion (16), (17) and (18) is
also a solution of the YM-CS field theory. In fact there exists a quasi-linear superposition
between the non-abelian gauge potentials (15) and the abelia.ii gauge potentials (26) in
the presence of a pure gauge potential, pa ~pv u'dnu, where u is an arbitrary function of p
only. The resulting gauge potentials which can be written as

a m + 6° - '<$>»

u'dnu

have electric and magnetic fields given by

£," = (<j>a cnu + &l snu)(Rdof k - t, Rfp,)

(27)

(28)

(29)

that translate periodically in space between the abelian fields and the non-abelian fields
which point in the S% and <̂° direction in the internal group space respectively. Here
cnu,snu and dnu are the Jacobi elliptic functions 13).

In this gauge, the YM Lagrangian density and the CS Lagrangian density are given
by

Ccs = — -z
TP

(30)

(31)

Hence the vortex-like and inductor solution (20) have zero action in this gauge when
snu —> pn and p approaches zero (n > 1).

As we all know, the abelian gauge potential (26) is related to the abelian gauge po-
tential,

^ T6D f(x°) (32)



by a mere rotation in internal group space. The abelian gauge potentials (32), the non-
abclian gauge potentials (15) and the quasi-linear superposition gauge potentials (27) are
all related by finite singular gauge transformations,

A,a (33)

where Wi = expi-S^T") andu>2 = fM-p"0{pW), {<P = tan'1 ^ ; 6(p) = cos~l (cnu) =
sin~'(inu) = amu\. Hence we notice that only when u>2 is nonsingular at p — 0, that
is when 0(p) —> 0 as p —* 0, does the vortex-like and inductor solution of the gauge
potentials (27) possess zero action. Since the three gauge potentials (32), (15) and (27)
are connected by singular gauge transformation. u*\ and u>2, the physics that each of them
described are not necessarily the same.

(U) The Plane-Fronted Waves
We notice tha t the abelian gauge potent ials .

A"; =

and (34)

(35)

are solutions of the Y M - C S equat ion (4) when the functions R = R(Z]),T = r ( x ' ) and

/ = f(y) = f(h(z2 + x°)) satisfied the following equations,

—

(36)

(37)

(38)

where prime means -^. To construct the non-abelian gauge potential from the two
abelian gauge potentials (34) and (35), the same quasi-linear superposition method of
part (A) is used. Hence we can write down the non-abelian gauge potential as,

= ii(R&l + r ^ ) / snu + i^RS2, + r^)f cnu + S^l u'dnu (39)

where u is an arbitrary function of J1 only and 6^61 u'dnu is a pure gauge. The gauge
potentials (39) satisfied the same reduced equations of motion (36), (37) and (38) as the
abelian gauge potentials. A possible solution is then given by

R = T = aexp(— £x!), a — constant .

Here / is an arbitrary function of y, and the gauge potential is

Al = a e-t*' (6a
2 snu + Sa

3 cmiP* + %)f(y) + <5f̂  u dnu

with eiectric and magnetic fields given by

e-<x\6a
2 snu + 6° cnu) }(y) 6\ and

e"^1 (t>2 * " " + AJ cnu)

Ef =
B" =

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

respectively. The energy and momentum density is calculated to 1

O00 = (11)

(-15)

Hence the Poyntirig vector (45) has a constant direction of propagation with magnitude
equal to the energy density (44). This is true of travelling waves in classical electrodynam-
ics. Since the electric field (42) is transverse to the direction of propagation, the solution
(41) is a transverse progressive plane-fronted wave 15) travelling along the x2- direction
with the magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields being modulated bv the function
R of Eq.(40).

The YM Lagrangian density and the CS Lagrangian density of this plane fronted wave
both vanish. Hence solution (41) has zero action.

A second solution of the equations of motion (30), (37) and (38) i.s found t<* be

a = -
b (h2

By choosing the simple case of h = £. the gauge potential can be written as

Here the electric and magnetic fields are

£° = Sbe^W snu + 8" cms.)

B° = f6f^ ' (^ snu + b% cnu)

and the energy and momentum density is given by

(16)

(47)

(4S)

(49)

(50)

(51)

= —ctii

•r +r > (52)
2«'J+*°) Slj, (53)

Similarly, the Poyntiag vector (53) points in a constant direction with magnitude equal
to the energy density (52). The diiecii'>u of propagation is also transverse to the electric
field (50). Hence solution (49) is a transverse progressive plane fronted wave travelling
along the ^'-direction. The YM Lagrangian density and the CS Lagrangian density ,>f
this plane-fronted wave both vanish and hence solution (49) is a. zero action solution.

The electric and magnetic fields of both solutions (41) and (49) oscillate in the space
coordinate x1 between the two directions <SJ and &$ in internal group space and their
energy densities are not bounded. Hence these solutions actually have sources located at
infinity.

The linear superposition of the two non-abelian plane fronted waves (41) and (411),
with directions of propagation that are perpendicular to each other, is not a solution
of the YM-CS theory. However, in the. abelian gauge of Eq.(34) or (35), their linear



superposition is still a. solution of the theory when f(y) of solution (40) is set equal to e*.
However, in this case, the electric and magnetic fields do not have the same magnitude as

1' S] + be**1 6?) e" <52"

B" =

(54)

(55)

Although the electric field is still orthogonal to the Poynting vector, the energy density
is no more equal to the magnitude of the Poynting vector as

ix' - ab) (56)

(57)

Also the Lagrangian density is now no more zero as L = ab£2 e2y and this solution does
not have finite action.

(C) The Cylindrical-Fronted Waves
Here we introduce the hyperbolic coordinate as

i 1 = r cosh a cos <j>, x2 = r cosher sin <j>,

xa = rsinha, (58)

with the unit vectors of the coordinates <j>,a and r being

respectively. By writing the abelian gauge potentials as

A'; = «;(% + ™»)/

(59)

(60)

(61)

where R = R(r),r = r(r) and / = f(a), the non-abelian ansatz can then be constructed
by a quasi-linear superposition of these two abelian ansatze (60) and (61) in the presence
of the pure gauge potential S$ r^ dnu j-J, where u is an arbitrary function of r. The
resulting non-abelian gauge potential is

fcnu

(62)

All the three gauge potentials (60), (61) and (62) will reduce the YM-CS equation of
motion (4) into the following simplified equations,

(63)

(64)

(65)

dz
d_f

da \
L
da

t a n h a } \ - mf = 0

where z = f r a n d m is a cons t an t . T h e solut ions to Kqs.((>!) and ( G l | a rc

a ,, , , , 1 + 4m

y — „ a = constant, (67)

where K,,{z) is t h e modified Bessel function I 3 ' . By changing variable t o y = i s inh a = — ,

Eq.(65) reduces t o the differential equat ion of the associated Legendre functions l 3 ) ,

and the solut ion is

d1 d
dy1 - dy

= -6B cosh a — Pn(y) + ien cosher —• QJti) .
dy dy

(68)

(69)

Here &„,£„ are constants and P^,Ql
n are the associated Legendre functions of the first and

second kind, respectively. When n = 0,1,2,.... the function Pn(y) becomes the Legendre
polynomial. The first solution of the series is when n = 0 (m — 0) and

R = T" 7 ? l<l/2{z] = "V7 (2
f = sech o; .

The gauge potential is then,

HF(\ _z\ , , „
A = a-,j~- - e sech o(o, snu + <5? cnuMth,, + a,.)

V 2 VJ / ^
d«

+63 r,, rfnu —
dr

and the electric and magnetic fields are found to be

E° = iau^ [- e'zj (&i snu + 6J c«ti){tanh a 4>i + sech a pi)

The electric field (72} is orthogonal to the Poynting vector,

— sech or 0 J )

(70)

is fa

2

(71)

(72)

(73)

(74)

and the magnitude of the Poynting vector (74) is equal to the c-nergy density. Hem-
the configuration (71) corresponds to <t transverse progressive wave. Upon calculating
for the Lagrangian density, we found that both the YM Lagrangian density and the CS
Lagrangian density vanishes and hence the solution is a zero action solution.

Here the abelian gauge pc Lential (61) can actually be transformed into the non-abelian
gauge potential (62) by the finite gauge transformation w = exp(<^ 0(r) V), where
0(r) = cos-1(cn«) = sin"1 (snu) = amu.



4 Remarks

1. The real and imaginary parts of the inductor solution (20) are by themselves real
solutions of the YM-CS theory.

2, As reported in Ref.14, the action for the Euclidean space vortex like solution

also vanishes identically as CYM — —Ccs- However, this is not the case for the
Euclidean space inductor solution.

3. The non-abelian plane-fronted waves (41) and (49) fit only two of the three de-
scriptions of Coleman '*', that is the direction of propagation is a constant and the
magnitude of the Poynting vector is the same as the energy density. The energy
densities (44) and (52) are not bounded- Hence these solutions are not necessarily
sourceless at large distances.

4. The abelian gauge potential (34) is related to the non-abeiian gauge potential (39) by
the finite gauge transformation LJ(X) = ex]>(6° 0(xl)Ta) where 0{x1) — cos"1 (cnu) =
sin~'(snu) = amu.

5. The second solution in the hyperbolic series of configuration of part C, that is when
n = 1 (m = 2), in constrast to the first solution (71). does not have finite action.

6. Hyperbolically symmetric and time independent., axially symmetric solutions of the
YM-CS equation have been presented in the literature 17', However, only asymptotic
and numerical solutions were discussed. So far no exact solutions have been found
for the ansatze of Ref.17.

7. All the quasi-linear superposition solutions presented here can also be solved by
making use of the general ansatz presented in Ref. 18.

8. We also observed that a second quasi-linear superposition solution with similar prop-
erties as those of the first, that is Eqs.(27), (39) and (62), can be constructed by
merely changing the Jacobi elliptic functions of the first. That is, cnu —> dnu, snu —»
k snu and dnu —> k cnu and the second set of solutions of part A,B and C are just

A" = °(R ^ + r 8l)dnu

T t")k snu + p'p^ k cnu —,
dp

• 6°)f lci,nu+6<tit-i d

IU ——- and

dnu

(76)

(77)

ksnu

+6? fu k cnu
du

~d7 '
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